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Experimental study of ion heating and acceleration during magnetic
reconnection *

S. C. Hsu,†,a) T. A. Carter, G. Fiksel,b) H. Ji, R. M. Kulsrud, and M. Yamada
Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, P. O. Box 451, Princeton, New Jersey 08543
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Ion heating and acceleration has been studied in the well-characterized reconnection layer of the
Magnetic Reconnection Experiment@M. Yamada et al., Phys. Plasmas4, 1936 ~1997!#. Ion
temperature in the layer rises substantially during null-helicity reconnection in which reconnecting
field lines are anti-parallel. The plasma outflow is sub-Alfve´nic due to a downstream back pressure.
An ion energy balance calculation based on the data and including classical viscous heating
indicates that ions are heated largely via nonclassical mechanisms. TheTi rise is much smaller
during co-helicity reconnection in which field lines reconnect obliquely. This is consistent with a
slower reconnection rate and a smaller resistivity enhancement over the Spitzer value. These
observations show that nonclassical dissipation mechanisms can play an important role both in
heating the ions and in facilitating the reconnection process. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetic reconnection,1 the topological rearrangemen
and annihilation of magnetic flux in a highly conductiv
plasma, is thought to play a central role in coronal heati
magnetospheric dynamics, and ‘‘anomalous’’ ion heating
reversed-field pinches and spheromaks. Although recon
tion is invoked frequently as an ion heating or accelerat
mechanism, a detailed understanding of the energy con
sion process is still lacking, largely due to the limited acc
sibility of reconnection events in both naturally occurrin
and laboratory plasmas. Description of the process is o
limited to ‘‘black box’’ phenomenology, in which the inpu
parameters are, for example, implications for magnetic n
~such as sunspot groups! or measurable magnetic fluctuation
~as in RFP’s!, and the output parameters are energetic p
ticle beams or enhanced global ion heating, respectively.
details of this black box, however, are fundamental to plas
physics since reconnection is a virtually unavoidable proc
in all magnetized plasmas. Becauselocal reconnection
changesglobal magnetic field topology, overall plasma equ
librium and confinement properties can be profoundly
fected. A well-known example of this is the interaction of t
solar wind with the Earth’s magnetosphere, in which rec
nection along the day-side magnetopause and the polar
regions allow solar wind plasma to penetrate into the m
netospheric cavity, occasionally leading to large-scale g
magnetic storms. Detailed understanding of the magnetic
ergy conversion process could also be the first step tow
eventual creative application of such understanding to a
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native concept fusion or the minimization and control
confinement-degrading effects in tokamak plasmas.

Recent research on the Magnetic Reconnect
Experiment2 ~MRX! has focused on ion heating and acc
eration during magnetic reconnection.3,4 Using a novel spec-
troscopy probe5 developed at the University of Wisconsin
Madison, local ion temperature was measured in the w
characterized two-dimensional~2D!, quasi-steady-state
reconnection layer of MRX. Important questions addres
in this work include:~1! whether ions are heated by reco
nection, ~2! whether energetic plasma flows develop,~3!
what fraction of the dissipated magnetic energy is conver
to ion energy, and~4! what is the nature of the energy con
version mechanism~s!. It is found that ion temperatureTi

rises by a factor of 3 in the reconnection layer during nu
helicity reconnection~negligible out-of-plane field! and, fur-
thermore, that theTi rise is causally linked to the reconne
tion process. The well-known Alfve´nic plasma outflows of
classical magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! reconnection
models6 are not observed in MRX due to a downstrea
back-pressure. An ion energy balance calculation, based
experimental data and including classical viscous heating
the sub-Alfvénic flows, indicates that most of the ion heatin
occurs via nonclassical mechanisms. Here, ‘‘nonclassical
defined as something other than classical Coulomb inte
tions with ohmically heated electrons or classical visco
interactions with energetic flows, and can include, for e
ample, turbulent wave-particle interactions7 or effects arising
from two-fluid Hall dynamics.8 The Ti rise is much smaller
during co-helicity reconnection~finite out-of-plane field!,
consistent with the slower reconnection rate and a low
value of resistivity enhancement over the classical Spit
value for co-helicity compared to null-helicity reconnectio
It is possible that nonclassical dissipation mechanis
present in the null-helicity case are reduced in the low-be
co-helicity case. These experimental observations show
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6 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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1917Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Experimental study of ion heating and acceleration . . .
nonclassical dissipation mechanisms can play an impor
role both in heating ions and in facilitating the reconnect
process.

It is important to note that prior to this work, localTi

measurements had not been made in conjunction with w
characterized reconnection events, although correlations
tween reconnection and global ion heating as well as e
getic ion flows have been reported on TS-3 at the Univer
of Tokyo9 and on SSX ~Swarthmore Spheroma
Experiment!.10 In the prior experiments, reconnection w
generated by colliding two spheromaks together at a subs
tial fraction of the Alfvén speed. Possible strong compre
sional heating during the collision could complicate the
terpretation of any observed ion heating and accelerat
The slow formation scheme of MRX allows a quasi-stea
state reconnection layer to form, with magnetic energy d
sipation being the dominant heating source. The other m
distinction between the present work and prior experime
is the direct local measurement of the majority ion tempe
ture. Prior results were based on line-of-sight avera
neutral and impurity emission9 or ion flux at the vacuum
wall.10

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describ
the experimental setup, plasma formation and configurati
and diagnostics. Section III presentsTi measurements which
show a rise inTi that is causally linked to reconnection, bo
temporally and spatially. In this section, it is also shown t
the Ti rise is much smaller for co-helicity compared to nu
helicity reconnection. Section IV presents measurement
both downstream and toroidal ion flow, showing that flo
which develop in either direction are sub-Alfve´nic in magni-
tude ~within measurement resolution!. Based on the experi
mental data, an ion energy balance is calculated in Sec
showing that classical viscous heating by the flows is sm
and that the ions are heated predominantly due to noncla
cal mechanisms. Section VI discusses the relationship
tween ion heating and resistivity enhancement and prov
a discussion on the possible nonclassical ion heating me
nisms. The paper concludes with a summary.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Experiments were performed on MRX2 which produces
plasmas satisfying the MHD criteria globally (S@1, r i!L,
VA!c, whereS is the Lundquist number,r i the ion gyro-
radius,L the characteristic length of the reconnection lay
VA the Alfvén speed, andc the speed of light!. Formation
and control of the reconnection layer in MRX is uniqu
among laboratory experiments. ‘‘Flux-cores’’ containing t
roidal field ~TF! and poloidal field~PF! coils, shown in Fig.
1~a!, allow the controlled formation of a toroidal, axisym
metric reconnection layer, shown schematically in Fig. 1~b!.
The arrows represent the motion of plasma and magnetic
during ‘‘pull’’ reconnection, in which ‘‘public flux’’ linking
both flux cores is reconnected into ‘‘private flux’’ linkin
each individual flux core. This sequence produces a rec
nection layer elongated in theZ direction which persists for
approximately 10 Alfve´n transit times (tA[L/VA'1.5 ms!.
When the TF coils are connected with opposite~same! po-
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larity, the toroidal~out-of-plane! field Bu is negligible ~fi-
nite!, resulting in null-helicity~co-helicity! reconnection. For
more details on the experimental apparatus, please see
2. Previously, detailed magnetic field measurements from
reconnection layer were reported,2 revealing Y-shaped~O-
shaped! diffusion regions in the null-helicity~co-helicity!
case and a neutral sheet half-thicknessd;c/vpi;r i

;2cm, wherevpi is the ion plasma frequency. The reco
nection rate was found to be consistent with a generali
Sweet–Parker model11 in which the effects of compressibil
ity, downstream pressure, and nonclassical resistivity
considered. More recently, the profile and thickness of
neutral sheet in MRX was shown12 to agree with a modified
Harris sheet equilibrium.13

In MRX, all three components of the magnetic field ve
tor B are measured locally using magnetic probe arrays,
electron densityne and temperatureTe are measured using
triple Langmuir probe. Other reconnection quantities are
ferred from the direct measurements, including the poloi
flux c[*0

R2pR8BZ(R8)dR8 ~invoking axisymmetry14!, re-
connection layer current densityj u'2(]BZ /]R)/m0 , re-
connection electric fieldEu52(]c/]t)/2pR, resistivity in
the reconnection layerh* [Eu / j u , Spitzer resistivityh
;Te

23/2, Alfvén speedVA[B/Am0r ~using the reconnecting
B at the edge of the layer!, and plasma inflow speedVR

'2(]c/]t)/(]c/]R) ~invoking flux-freezing outside the
diffusion region!. The experiments reported here use pu
helium discharges in order to achieve a direct measurem
of Ti via Doppler spectroscopy of the He II 4686 Å line
Parameters for the present experiments are as followsne

'531013 cm23, Te'10– 15 eV, andTi'5 – 15 eV~all in
the reconnection layer!, B'250 G at the edge of the laye
andS[m0LVA /h'250– 500. Qualitative features of the re
connection layer for the present helium discharges are s
lar to those of previously reported hydrogen discharges,2 ex-
cept dHe'2dH , consistent with the previously reportedd

FIG. 1. ~a! A schematic of the upper-half plane of MRX, showing the flu
cores, position of the IDSP, and the coordinate system.~b! A schematic
illustrating motion of plasma and contours of constant poloidal flux a
formation of the pull reconnection layer.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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1918 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Hsu et al.
;ri scaling.2 Spatially, the reconnection region is located
an area given byR'35→40 cm andZ'210→10 cm.

A major new accomplishment of this work is the loc
measurement ofTi using the Ion Dynamics Spectroscop
Probe5 ~IDSP! developed at University of Wisconsin
Madison. The IDSP is an insertable probe which colle
plasma light from a localized volume. Two perpendicu
lines-of-sight~5 cm in length! can give simultaneous Dop
pler broadening and relative Doppler shift information,
though only one line-of-sight is used for the present exp
ments. Figure 1~b! shows the placement of the IDSP in MR
~to scale!; the lines-of-sight can be oriented in anR–Z or
R–u plane. Further details of the probe are described in R
5. Plasma light is delivered via fiber optics to a 1 mmono-
chromator ~0.05 Å resolution! and imaged with a gated
charge-coupled device~CCD! camera~wavelength resolution
of 0.074 Å /pixel!. The reportedTi values are determined b
fitting He II 4686 Å spectra to a single Gaussian convolv
with the known instrumental broadening, an example
which is shown in Fig. 2. The approximately 0.2 Å of fin
structure in this emission line~slightly less than instrumenta
broadening! introduces a small systematic error~less than
20%! in the lower range of reportedTi values and can be
neglected without altering the physics conclusions of the
per. Time resolution is limited by available light, requirin
the width of the CCD gate signal to be>10 ms. Stark broad-
ening is negligible, and IDSP perturbation of the plasma w
seen to be minimal after approximately 15 conditioning d
charges at the start of each run-day. IDSP Doppler shifts
also used to calibrate4 Mach probe measurements of ion flo
speed derived from an unmagnetized fluid sheath theo15

generalized forTi'Te ~see the Appendix!.

III. IDENTIFICATION OF ION HEATING

A. Time evolution of ion temperature

If ions are heated predominantly by the reconnect
process, one might expectTi to increase with time in
the reconnection layer when reconnection is driven a
Ti to remain constant when reconnection is not driv
provided that all other controllable parameters are
changed. However, note that failure to observe a rise inTi

does not preclude ion heating because the observedTi also
depends on the rate of ion heat loss from the volume be
sampled.

FIG. 2. An example of the He II 4686 Å spectral line, as measured by
IDSP, fitted with a convolution of a Gaussian and the known instrume
broadening.
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With the IDSP situated in the center of the reconnect
region (R535→40 cm andZ522.5→2.5 cm!, as shown in
Fig. 1~a!, Ti as a function of time was obtained for fou
cases: with and without reconnection for both null-helic
and co-helicity discharges. ‘‘Pull’’ reconnection is drive
when the PF current is allowed to ramp down after reach
its peak, which induces the requisiteEu in the plasma from
time t'250→280ms. To suppress reconnection, the PF c
cuit is shorted out~crowbarred! at the approximate time o
peak current so that the current decays over several hun
microseconds and the inducedEu is much smaller. All other
controllable parameters, such as capacitor bank voltage
initial gas pressure, were kept constant.16 The Ti time scan
was accomplished by advancing the CCD gate trigger tim
over multiple plasma discharges. The CCD gate is open
10 ms but increased to 20ms early and late in the scans du
to limited plasma light.

1. Null-helicity

A substantial rise inTi in the center of the reconnectio
layer, from approximately 6 to 17 eV, is observed when
connection is driven, and no rise inTi is observed when
reconnection is not driven, as shown in Fig. 3~top! for null-
helicity reconnection. The initialTi'3 – 5 eV before t
'245ms for both cases is believed to result from the ear
‘‘push’’ reconnection phase.17 In Fig. 3~top!, error bars in the
ordinate represent standard deviations in an ensemble oTi

e
l

FIG. 3. Time evolution of~top! Ti andTe , ~middle! local heating rateEu j u ,
and ~bottom! dissipated magnetic energy*240 ms

t (Eu j u)dt8 per unit volume,
all in the center of the reconnection layer for null-helicity discharges~IDSP
located atR537.5 cm andZ50 cm!.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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1919Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 8, No. 5, May 2001 Experimental study of ion heating and acceleration . . .
measurements~5–10 discharges!, and error bars in the ab
scissa represent the CCD gate time. The rise inTi is strongly
correlated with the magnetic energy dissipation rate, as
resented by the value ofEu j u in the center of the reconnec
tion layer, shown in Fig. 3~middle!. For the case in which no
reconnection is driven, the dissipation rate is smaller b
factor of 10, consistent withTi remaining constant. Taking
the time integral ofEu j u gives the dissipated magnetic e
ergy per unit volume at the center of the reconnection lay
as shown in Fig. 3~bottom!. Note the remarkable agreeme
in the time evolution ofTi and the dissipated magnetic e
ergy for both cases, but especially for the case with rec
nection. These observations indicate strongly that recon
tion provides the energy source for the rise inTi .

The time evolution ofTe is shown in Fig. 3~top!. TheTe

is already at 15 eV early in the discharge, likely due to ohm
heating associated with plasma formation. The time evo
tion of Te starts to diverge aroundt'250 ms for the two
cases of with and without reconnection. It might appe
counter-intuitive thatTe decreases when reconnection
driven and stays constant when reconnection is not driv
However, a likely explanation is the following. Radiativ
losses are enhanced due to higher density when reconne
is driven. Thus, even if electrons are heated due to recon
tion current sheet dissipation,Te could decrease if radiate
power overwhelms the heating rate. This would be consis
with the Te data in Fig. 3~top!. Another interesting explana
tion could be the conversion of electron energy to ion ene
via nonclassical processes which arise only when recon
tion is driven. However, it should be emphasized that a c
clusive explanation of theTe data would require further in
vestigation.

A direct ion heating mechanism must be operative
reconnection is responsible for the ion heating. ‘‘Direc
means that dissipated field energy is converted to ion en
without requiring classical energy exchange with electro
In these helium discharges, ions cannot be heated classi
by the electrons because the ion-electron energy equip
tion time is 400ms or more, and furthermore, the ener
gained by electrons during reconnection due to class
ohmic heating is insufficient by an order of magnitude. O
obvious direct ion heating mechanism which would be c
sistent with the data in Fig. 3 is classical viscous heating
ion flows accelerated during reconnection. However, cla
cal viscous heating is estimated later in Sec. V E to be ins
ficient in MRX. This leaves only the possibility of noncla
sical mechanisms.

2. Co-helicity

In the co-helicity case,Ti also rises during reconnection
from approximately 3 to 7 eV, as shown in Fig. 4~top!.
Again, no rise inTi is observed if reconnection is not drive
The local magnetic energy dissipation rateEu j u is shown in
Fig. 4~middle!. In magnitude, it is on average a factor of
smaller than the null-helicity case, consistent with the o
served smaller rise inTi . The dissipated magnetic energy
a function of time is shown in Fig. 4~bottom!, and the initial
rise in Ti is well correlated with the dissipated magne
Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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energy. The nonphysical dotted section of the curve aftet
5270 ms is a result of theEu j u term going negative due to
the plasma ‘‘pinching off’’ from one flux core, and thi
should not be interpreted as part of the main reconnec
sequence. The continued rise inTi after t5270 ms is likely
due to uncontrolled reconnection and the improved confi
ment associated with the formation of a spheromak-like c
figuration.

The time evolution ofTe , shown in Fig. 4~top!, for the
co-helicity case differs from the null-helicity case. First,Te

'10 eV for the co-helicity case compared to 15 eV for t
null-helicity case. The discussion given previously to a
count for the difference inTe after t'250 ms for null-
helicity should apply to the co-helicity case also, except
this case theTe rise att5270ms ~with reconnection! may be
due to the improved confinement of the ‘‘pinched-off
spheromak. The difference inTe before t'250 ms in this
case may be attributed to a very early PF crowbar time ot
5200 ms for suppressing reconnection~compared to t
5220 ms for null-helicity!, meaning there is less early hea
ing due to the push17 reconnection phase for the co-helici
experiments.

FIG. 4. Time evolution of~top! Ti andTe , ~middle! local heating rateEu j u ,
and ~bottom! energy dissipated*240 ms

t (Eu j u)dt8 per unit volume, all in the
center of the reconnection layer for co-helicity discharges~IDSP located at
R537.5 cm andZ50 cm!. The nonphysical decrease in dissipated ene
~represented by the dotted line in the bottom panel! is a result ofEu going
negative due to the plasma ‘‘pinching off’’ from one flux core.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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3. Comparison of null-helicity and co-helicity

Figure 5 shows the key results from null-helicity an
co-helicity together. In the null-helicity case,Ti rises by an
amountDTi'11 eV ~from t5245→280 ms! and the local
dissipated energy att5280 ms is 2.1 kJ/m3. In the
co-helicity case, which is valid up tot5270 ms ~due toEu

going negative!, DTi'2.5 eV ~from t5245→270 ms! and
the local dissipated energy is 0.8 kJ/m3 and t5270 ms.
These numbers indicate that null-helicity reconnect
heats ions more effectively since 2.6 times more dissipa
energy resulted in 4.4 times the rise inTi . Furthermore, the
large difference exists despite the fact that co-helic
likely has better ion confinement due to a strong toroi
field.

Stronger ion heating might suggest the increased ef
of nonclassical dissipation, and this can be investigated w
respect to resistivity enhancement over the classical Sp
value. Figure 6 shows the time evolution ofEu and j u sepa-
rately ~as well asEu j u) for null-helicity and co-helicity
reconnection.18 A time-averaged effective resistivity,h*
[Eu / j u , can be determined for the two cases. For the n
helicity case ~averaging over t'245→280 ms!, h*
'(140 V/m)/(0.4 MA/m2)'3.531024 V m and the classi-
cal h''231025 V m (Te'15 eV, usingZeff51) resulting
in an enhancement factor of 18. For the co-helicity case~av-
eraging over t'250→270 ms!, h* '(50 V/m)/
(0.35 MA/m2)'1.431024 V m, and the classicalh i'1.8
31025 V m (Te'10 eV, usingZeff51), resulting in an en-
hancement factor of 8. Note thath* is compared to the clas
sical h' (h i) for cross-field~parallel! current of the null-
helicity ~co-helicity! case. The larger resistivity enhanceme

FIG. 5. Time evolution of~top! Ti with the IDSP placed in the center of th
reconnection layer (R537.5 cm andZ50 cm! and ~bottom! dissipated
magnetic energy for both null-helicity and co-helicity reconnection.
Downloaded 14 Dec 2005 to 131.215.225.9. Redistribution subject to AIP
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for null-helicity compared to co-helicity is consistent wit
the implied stronger heating. The reduced dissipation rat
co-helicity is due to a factor of 2 reduction inEu , which
translates to a slower reconnection speed~since reconnection
speed is proportional toEu!. This is consistent with previous
findings that co-helicity reconnection is up to a factor of
slower than null-helicity2 and counter-helicity
reconnection.19

4. Summary

In theseTi temporal-scan experiments, an increase inTi

during reconnection was identified and causally linked to
presence of reconnection. This is an important result beca
ion heating due to reconnection had not been identified
perimentally before in a rigorous manner. In both nu
helicity and co-helicity reconnection,Ti increased when re
connection was driven and stayed constant wh
reconnection was not driven. TheTi increase correlated wel
with the dissipation of magnetic energy due to reconnecti
showing remarkable proportionality with the dissipated fie
energy in the null-helicity case. Null-helicity reconnectio
resulted in a disproportionally higherTi increase compared
to the co-helicity case, indicating stronger ion heating
null-helicity. This is consistent with the fact that null-helicit
reconnection had a higher value of resistivity enhancem
which suggests the possible role played by nonclassical
sipation mechanisms.

FIG. 6. Time evolution of~top! Eu , ~middle! j u , and ~bottom! Eu j u for
null-helicity and co-helicity, all in the center of the reconnection layer.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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B. Radial profile of ion temperature rise

If ions are heated predominantly by the reconnect
process, one would also expect the observable rise inTi to be
largest near the reconnection layer (R'35→40 cm!. Indeed,
this was seen experimentally.

To determine the spatial profile of the ion heating, t
IDSP was scanned inR for two CCD gate times,t15250
→260 ms and t25260→270 ms; define DTi5Ti(t2)
2Ti(t1). Figure 7 shows a peaked profile forDTi /Ti(t1) for
null-helicity reconnection, suggesting that ion heating o
curred in the vicinity of the reconnection layer. The reco
necting fieldBZ profile averaged over the same shots is a
shown to indicate the location of the reconnection layer~be-
tween the ‘‘knees’’ of theBZ profile, R'35→40 cm!. Ion
temperature rises approximately 75% in the reconnec
layer and not at all elsewhere. Error bars in the ordin
represent one standard deviation in an ensemble ofDTi mea-
surements~approximately five discharges at each gate tim!,
and error bars in the abscissa represent the spatial re
from which plasma light is collected by the IDSP.

For the co-helicity case, rise inTi is small compared to
the statistical error between shots, and the observed sp
heating profile is essentially flat~within error bars!. Better
temporal and spatial resolution than what is currently p
sible is required to reveal a meaningful spatial profile
DTi /Ti for co-helicity discharges.

In the above experiment, a spatial correlation betwe
the rise inTi and the location of the reconnection layer w
shown. This is further indication that the reconnection p
cess is directly responsible for the observed rise inTi .

IV. ION FLOW MEASUREMENTS

Reconnection is generally expected to accelerate b
plasma flows. There is evidence for this in solar obser
tional data, magnetospheric satellite data, and in labora
experiments. Indeed, reconnection can hardly be mentio
without the expectation of Alfve´nic plasma flows. One of the
conventionally accepted means of ion heating is via class
viscous damping of these flows. However, measurement

FIG. 7. Radial profiles of~solid line! the relative rise inTi from t5255
→265 ms (R537.5 cm,Z50 cm! and~dashed line! the reconnecting field
BZ during the same time~also at Z50 cm! for null-helicity discharges
~shots 11 614–11 659!.
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ion flow in MRX suggest that a different scenario is possib
namely that substantial ion heating during reconnection
occur even with sub-Alfve´nic flows and small classical vis
cous heating.

A. Downstream flow

Ion downstream flow speed profiles were measured
cally using a Mach probe, the data from which was ca
brated using the IDSP. The maximum downstream fl
ViZ'8 km/s, as shown in Fig. 8 for null-helicity reconne
tion, is equal to 0.2VA , whereVA'39 km/s (ne'531013

cm23, B'250 G, and mass of helium!. The flow speed is
also seen to increase linearly from 0 to 8 km/s along
layer fromZ50→10 cm. The pattern of the flow is consis
tent with two-dimensional~2D! theoretical reconnection
models, e.g., Sweet–Parker, but the magnitude of the fl
differs substantially~theoretical models generally predic
downstream flows at the Alfve´n speedVA). Downstream
flow for the co-helicity case is similar in profile and magn
tude.

The maximum energy density of the measured fl
(rViZ

2 /2'11 J/m3, usingne5531013 cm23) is an order of
magnitude smaller than the observed ion thermal energy d
sity increase (3nDTi /2'120 J/m3, usingne5531013 cm23

which remains roughly constant in time andDTi510 eV!,
implying that the observed ion heating is unlikely to res
from thermalization of the outflow. Furthermore, since t
flows are stronger at the edges of the layer (Z5610 cm!,
ion heating due to viscosity could not easily explain the o
served ion heating in the center of the reconnection reg
(Z50 cm!. Estimates of the ion heating due to classic
viscosity are estimated in Sec. V E and shown to be sma

The sub-Alfvénic ViZ in MRX is consistent with the
buildup of high downstream pressure which reduces the“p
force alongZ.11 Theoretical models generally assume a lo
ambient downstream pressure, and thus ion flows can be
celerated to VA . In MRX, high downstream electron
pressure20 has been verified by Langmuir probe measu
ments ofne andTe in the downstream region. TheZ profile
of nTe is peaked nearZ50 cm early in the reconnection
phase but it becomes flat later in the reconnection ph
mostly due to a rise inne .

The absence of energetic downstream flows in MRX

FIG. 8. Mach probe measurements ofViZ as a function ofR at Z510 cm
and as a function ofZ at R538 cm averaged overt5250→270 ms.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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an important difference compared to the situations in TS9

and SSX,10 in which ions are accelerated toVA . The down-
stream pressures in TS-3 and SSX were likely to be m
lower than the pressures in the reconnection layers. In M
ion heating can occur without the development of energ
downstream flows, an important new observation. This ef
is also an interesting example of how global boundary c
ditions can affect the local reconnection dynamics.

B. Out-of-plane flow

Toroidal ion drift speedViu measurements reported he
are based on Doppler shifts of the He II 4686 Å ion li
emission collected locally by the IDSP. The IDSP is scann
over several radial positions. At each radial position, 5–
shots are taken with the sightline at a 45° angle to the1u
direction, and then this is repeated with the sightline at a
angle to the2u direction. The averaged difference~of
course accounting for the angle of the sightlines! gives the
relative Doppler shift, which translates to an absoluteViu .
CCD gate time ist5250→270 ms. It is important to recog-
nize that these measurements have limitations due to sp
~5 cm! and temporal~20 ms! averaging effects, and thus it i
conceivable that the local, instantaneousViu might be under-
estimated. However, Mach probe measurements ofViu ,
which yield much better spatial (,1 cm! and temporal~digi-
tized at 2ms! resolution, show relatively good agreement

Figure 9 shows the radial profile ofViu for null-helicity
reconnection. Vertical error bars represent shot-to-shot va
tion and horizontal error bars represent the spatial exten
the IDSP. The profile shape is somewhat unexpected, b
has been verified many times by different measureme
~Mach probe and chord-averaged spectroscopy!. Since there
is very little current beyondR540 cm, these measuremen
imply that the entire plasma~not just ions! is rotating on the
outside. Most importantly, note that the magnitude ofViu in
the layer (R'35→40 cm! is much less than the ion therm
speed (v th,i[A2kTi /mi'27 km/s for 15 eV helium ions!.
The co-helicity case is quite different, as shown in Fig. 1
The flow profile is symmetric and peaked slightly outside

FIG. 9. IDSP measurement of toroidal ion flowViu at Z50 cm and t
5250→270 ms for null-helicity reconnection~shots 10 981–11 097!.
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current sheet. The peak value ofViu in the layer is higher
than for the null-helicity case but still only 5 km/s (,1 eV!.

The important conclusion of the toroidal flow measur
ments is that the observed ion heating does not origin
from energetic toroidal ion flows in the layer. The instan
neous energy density of these flows (rViu

2 /2&1.5 J/m3) is
two orders of magnitude smaller than the observed ion th
mal energy density ('120 J/m3) and, as in the downstream
flow case, classical viscous heating by these flows is ins
ficient to account for the ion heating, even ifViu is indeed
underestimated by an order of magnitude; this is shown
Sec. V E.

These measurements imply that ion contribution to
toroidal current is insignificant. In general, the out-of-pla
reconnection electric fieldEu is a candidate for particle ac
celeration to very high energies, especially in collisionle
events such as solar flares. In MRX, which hasEu;150
V/m, acceleration of ions tov th,i'27 km/s would require
only 8 ms ~if particles are allowed to accelerate unimped
by magnetic fields!. Furthermore, the Harris model,13 which
predicts magnetic field profiles andd values consistent with
MRX,12 has ions drifting at the diamagnetic speed ('30
km/s in MRX!. Therefore, it is valid to question why large
values ofViu are not observed in MRX. A likely reason i
the cancellation of anyEu acceleration by anER3BZ drift.21

Other mechanisms which might inhibitEu acceleration in-
clude Speiser orbit effects,22 wave-particle scattering,23 and
finite time of ion residence in the current sheet due to rec
nection outflowViZ . The conclusive resolution of these im
portant questions requires further investigation, and it will
obtained only after surveying a much wider parameter
gime.

V. ION ENERGY BALANCE DURING RECONNECTION

In this section, an energy balance for ions during nu
helicity reconnection is considered in detail. The goal is
determine a lower bound on the energy gained by ions d
ing the reconnection process and to estimate how muc

FIG. 10. IDSP measurement of toroidal ion flowViu at Z50 cm andt
5250→270 ms for co-helicity reconnection~shots 11 343–11 428!.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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that energy is converted nonclassically. The energy bala
equation used here is based on Eq.~1.23! of Braginskii,24

~1!

where the terms on the left-hand side~LHS! are~from left to
right! rise in ion thermal energy density, a compression te
including work done by pressure, convective heat loss,
conductive heat loss. The terms on the right-hand side~RHS!
are sinks and sources of energy for the ions, including~from
left to right! energy lost to neutrals, viscous heating, heat
due to electron-ion collisions, and any nonclassical ion he
ing mechanisms~e.g., due to wave-particle interactions!. The
second and third terms on the RHS represent energy du
classical heating. The total ion heating is some fraction of
reconnected field energy, which is known fromEu j u derived
from magnetic probe measurements. Each term of Eq.~1!
will be estimated based on experimental data wherever
sible. Note thatQi 2e can be neglected since the characte
tic classical ion-electron energy equilibration time is mo
than 400ms and thus irrelevant on the 30ms time scale of
the reconnection process.

The results show that a substantial fraction~more than
half! of the reconnected field energy is converted to ion
ergy, mostly due to nonclassical mechanisms. These re
differ from reported TS-3 results9 in which ion heating was
attributed predominantly to viscous damping of Alfve´nic ion
flows, and from classical MHD reconnection models
which ions are heated both by viscosity and by energy
change with ohmically heated electrons.

In calculating an energy balance, a finite volume a
time duration must be defined. Here, the energy balanc
considered for a given volumeV55.931023 m3, which is
the area monitored by the IDSP (R535→40 cm andZ
522.5→2.5 cm! revolved around the axis of symmetr
Thus, the volumeV is a toroid coinciding with the center o
the current sheet. The time durationDt considered is the pul
reconnection phase,t15245→t25265 ms. The data are
from a set of null-helicity discharges with the sam
parameters16 as the ones in Figs. 3 and 7. Note that all t
calculations in this section invoke axisymmetry sinceTi

measurements are known only at one toroidal position.

A. Reconnected field energy

Before examining the terms in Eq.~1!, the energy re-
leased due to reconnection will be calculated first. The d
sipated magnetic field energy can be calculated accordin

Wrec5E
t1

t2E
V
E• j d3V dt'E

t1

t2E
V
Eu j u d3V dt, ~2!

which represents thetotal energy due to reconnectionavail-
able to heat ions~and electrons!. The toroidal electric field
Eu and current densityj u as a function ofR andt are shown
in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively.
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Note thatEu is relatively uniform in space, whilej u is
peaked nearR537 cm. Both quantities increase in time a
pull reconnection proceeds and then reach a short flat
aroundt5260 ms before starting to decrease. Energy dis
pation is clearly strongest in the reconnection layer wherej u

is concentrated. Using theEu and j u data in Eq.~2! gives
Wrec'4.860.7 J. It should be noted that the volumeV, is
only a fraction of the total reconnection volume, and that
total energy dissipated in the entire reconnection volu
during Dt is estimated to be on the order of 30 J.

B. Increase in ion thermal energy

The increase in ion thermal energy, the first term on
LHS of Eq. ~1!, in volumeV during reconnection is calcu
lated as follows:

DWth,i[
3
2@ n̄~ t2!Ti~ t2!2n̄~ t1!Ti~ t1!#V'0.560.2 J,

~3!

FIG. 11. Surface plot of null-helicityEu as a function of radius and time
averaged overZ522.5→2.5 cm ~from 90-channel probe measuremen
averaged over shots 12 233–12 266!.

FIG. 12. Surface plot of null-helicityj u , which is peaked in the reconnec
tion layer, as a function of radius and time atZ50 cm~from high-resolution
1D probe measurements, averaged over shots 12 233–12 266!.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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where n̄(t1)'n̄(t2)'56131013 cm23 is the density aver-
aged over areaA, andTi(t1)'661 eV andTi(t2)'1362
eV ~see Fig. 3!. Note thatDWth,i is only the remnant ion
thermal energy inV and does not include ion heat loss duri
Dt. The rise in ion thermal energy is due predominantly t
rise in Ti , as the density in the layer remains fairly consta
(ne'531013 cm23) during Dt.

As an aside, an additional set of experiments in wh
the firing voltage was varied25 is reported here. A range o
DWth,i andWrec were obtained in this experiment. Figure 1
shows thatDWth,i scales withWrec, i.e., Ti rises more as
more energy is released due to reconnection. Each data
represents the average of five plasma shots at a given fi
voltage, and error bars~from data point to extreme! represent
one standard deviation in the shot-to-shot scatter. Thi
consistent with the conclusion from Sec. III that the observ
rise in Ti is causally linked to reconnection.

C. Compression

The second term on the LHS of Eq.~1! is a compression
term including the work done by pressure forces. It can
estimated approximately aŝnTi(]VR /]R1]VZ /]Z)&VDt
~the VR /R term of“•V averages to nearly zero overV and
is neglected!, where the brackets indicate a spatial avera
over V and temporal average overDt. Using values ofn
'56131013 cm23, Ti'1061 eV, ]VR /]R'
2(4.8 km/s)/(0.05 m)529.6613104 s21, and ]VZ /]Z
'(8 km/s)/(0.1 m)58623104 s21, the compression term
is Wcompression'20.1660.31 J. The negative value mea
that there is some ion heating in volumeV due to compres-
sion. The large relative error arises due to the subtractio
the velocity gradient terms, which results in a small num
with large relative error. It will be shown that this compre
sion term is small compared to the ion loss terms, and t
the rough estimate adopted above is justified.

D. Ion energy losses

Since volumeV is an open system, a complete ion e
ergy balance must consider ion energy losses due to con

FIG. 13. Observed increase in ion thermal energyDWth,i versus reconnected
field energyWrec for null-helicity discharges with varying firing voltages.
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tive and conductive heat loss. The energy lost must be
counted for since their original source was the dissipa
magnetic energy. The heat conduction estimates in this
tion are based on classical transport. Therefore, they lik
represent a lower bound on ion energy loss since the tr
port is almost certainly not classical. It is important to em
phasize that this would only lead to an underestimate of
ergy conversion to ions. In general, ions may also lo
energy to neutrals, and this is discussed.

1. Convection

Convective heat loss, the third term on the LHS of E
~1!, out of V during Dt can be estimated as the heat co
vected out ofV,

Wout'@ 3
2n~ layer!Ti~ layer!#3~volume of plasma out!,

~4!

minus the heat convected intoV,

Win'@ 3
2n~upstream!Ti~upstream!#

3~volume of plasma in!, ~5!

duringDt. The volumes of plasma flowing out of and intoV
are determined based on the outflow speedViZ'360.8 km/s
and inflow speedViR'360.4 km/s, respectively. At the
boundaries of volumeV, the two speeds are approximate
equal and thus the volumes convected in and out are
equal (1.431022 m3). The density in the layern(layer) is
approximately 56131013 cm23, and the average upstrea
density is approximately 360.431013 cm23. The layerTi is
approximately 1260.9 eV and the average upstreamTi

'1061.3 eV. These numbers combine to yield a total i
energy loss due to convection out of volumeV during time
Dt of Wconvection5Wout2Win'1.060.7 J.

2. Conduction

Ion heat loss due to thermal conduction is estimated
ing classical transport. This estimate likely represents
lower bound because~1! Ti gradients may be underestimate
due to the time resolution of the measurements, and~2! en-
hanced nonclassical transport mechanisms are unknown
are likely to exist. Ion energy loss due to classical conduct
can be written as24

“•q52“'• ~k'“'Ti !2“ i~k i“ i Ti !

1“•F5cnTi

2eB
~B/B3“ Ti !G , ~6!

where the last term on the RHS vanishes since (B/B
3“ Ti) has only au component and]/]u50, andk' and
k i are the perpendicular and parallel ion thermal conduct
ties, respectively,24

k'5
2nTi

mivci
2 t i

'2.860.631022
1

m s
, ~7!

k i5
3.9nTit i

mi
'11.062.231022

1

m s
~8!
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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(Ti in eV and all other variables in cgs units!. Average val-
ues duringDt have been used:n556131013 cm23, Ti

51061 eV, andB5250 G. The total surface area ofV is
0.48 m2, and it is equally divided between being intercept
by BZ in the perpendicular and parallel directions. Usi
these values and“'Ti'(261eV)/(5cm) and“ iTi'(1
60.5eV)/(10 cm), the ionheat loss due to classical tran
port is estimated to beWconduction'1.760.7 J.

3. Collisions with neutrals

Ion-neutral collisions can be another energy loss chan
for heated ions. In MRX regimes, charge exchange is
pected to be the dominant ion-neutral interaction. By a
reasonable estimate, the plasma inside the current sheet
Te.15 eV should be better than 99% ionized. The rate
He–He1 charge exchange for 10 eV ions iŝsv&'4
31029 cm3/s.26 The ion density is approximately 531013

cm23. A concentration of neutrals equal to 1% of the me
sured plasma density would result in a charge exchange
of 500 ms, completely negligible on the reconnection tim
scale of 30ms. It would take more than a 50% concentrati
of neutrals in the reconnection layer to bring down t
charge exchange time to a more relevant 10ms. A 50%
neutral concentration in the presence of 15 eV electron
highly unlikely. Therefore, ion energy loss to neutrals is n
glected. Note that ion-neutral energy loss would onlyin-
creasethe estimate of ion heating due to reconnection.

E. Classical viscous heating

Classical heating per unit volume due to viscosity in t
absence of a magnetic field~justified since ions are unmag
netized in the layer! is24

Qvis5h0Wab

]Va

]xb
, ~9!

whereh050.96nTit i'1.831024 J s/m3 ~usingn5531013

cm23 andTi510 eV!, and the rate-of-strain tensor is give
by

Wab5
]Va

]xb
1

]Vb

]xa
2

2

3
dab“•V. ~10!

The nonzero velocity gradients averaged over volumeV are

]ViR

]R
'2

4.8 km/s

0.05 m
529.63104 s21, ~11!

]ViZ

]Z
'

8 km/s

0.1 m
58.03104 s21, ~12!

U ]ViZ

]R U& 3 km/s

0.05 m
56.03104 s21, ~13!

]Viu

]R
&

2 km/s

0.05 m
54.03104 s21, ~14!

whereViZ andViu are based on Mach probe and IDSP me
surements, andViR is based on taking theEuBZ inflow ve-
locity outside the layer and dividing by the scale length
the layer. Therefore the classical viscous heating per
volume is
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Qvis'h0S WRR

]ViR

]R
1WZZ

]ViZ

]Z
1WZR

]ViZ

]R

1WuR

]Viu

]R D'6.562.23106 J/s m3. ~15!

Using these numbers, the maximum ion energy gained
viscous damping of ion flows isWvis'QvisVDt50.860.3 J.

Previously in Sec. IV B, it was noted thatViu might be
underestimated due to limitations in the measurement te
nique. However, it can be seen from Eq.~15! that increasing
Viu by a factor of 10 would only increaseQvis ~and therefore
Wvis) by a factor of 1.4. This would not alter the conclusio
drawn below that most of the observed ion heating m
originate in the nonclassical termQnoncl of Eq. ~1!.

F. Nonclassical ion heating

The important terms of Eq.~1! are summarized in Table
I, which gives a quantitative description of energy conv
sion to ions based on experimental data. The numbers s
that 65621% of the dissipated field energy is converted
ion energy. Now the question is how much of that ener
was converted via nonclassical mechanisms. As mentio
before, classical heating due to ion-electron collisions is
glected due to the long ion-electron energy partition time.
any case, energy available due to ohmic heating is insu
cient, estimated to beh' j u

2VDt'0.2 J ~using h'52
31025 V m and j u;0.3 MA/m2). Note that this is only 4%
of the total dissipated magnetic energy. The other class
mechanism is viscous heating by the ion flow, which w
estimated in the preceding section to be 0.860.3 J. Subtract-
ing Wviscosity from Wions leaves 2.361.0 J of energy which
must have been converted to ion energy via nonclass
mechanisms. Thus, 48621% of the dissipated magnetic en
ergy was converted to ions nonclassically. The various
ergy components are illustrated in Fig. 14.

In this section, the energy budget of ions was conside
carefully. The total energy released due to reconnection
calculated from experimental data and compared to the
ferent components of ion energy, including observable ris
ion thermal energy and ion heat loss due to convection
conduction. The energy budget showed that some 48% o

TABLE I. Ion energy budget betweent5245→265ms in volumeV, show-
ing that some 65% of the dissipated magnetic energyWrec is converted to
ions Wions.

Process Energy~J!

Wrec 4.860.7
Total Wions 3.161.0
DWth,i 0.560.2
Wcompression 20.1460.28
Wconvection 1.060.7
Wconduction .1.760.7
Wvis 0.860.3
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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dissipated magnetic energy was converted to ions noncla
cally. This finding on nonclassical ion heating during reco
nection, based on experimental measurements, has sig
cant implications since the basic mechanisms responsible
enhanced reconnection rates and energy conversion are
poorly understood.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Correlation of ion heating with ‘‘resistivity
enhancement’’

In the preceding section, it was established that ions
heated via nonclassical dissipation mechanisms. In this
tion, experimental data is given suggesting a correlation
tween ion heating and resistivity enhancement for the n
helicity case. Resistivity enhancement is defined as the r
of the measured plasma resistivityh* to the classical Spitze
resistivity hSp5h' . The relative importance of nonclassic
versus classical dissipation is embodied in the enhancem
factor h* /hSp, which has been shown to increase as co
sionality decreases.11 One possible explanation for this effe
is that as the plasma becomes more collisionless, wave fi
can scatter current-carrying particles, increasingh* , while
also heating the ions~e.g., via Landau resonance!.

By scanning the discharge voltage25 in a set of null-
helicity experiments,DWth,i /Wrec andh* /hSp are varied. In-
creasing the discharge voltage increases reconnection
thus increases ion heating. The scaling of the quantities w
each other can provide insight into the nature of the nonc
sical ion heating mechanisms. Shown in Fig. 15
DWth,i /Wrec versush* /hSp. The fractionDWth,i /Wrec in-
creases from approximately 4% to 14% ash* /hSp increases
from 8 to 15, as shown in Fig. 15.~Note again thatDWth,i is
not the total energy gained by ions but only the remnant
thermal energy in volumeV not including ion heat loss.!
Although the error bars are sizable, the trend between
energy converted to ions and the resistivity enhancemen
clear. The subtle, and perhaps unexpected, hint provide

FIG. 14. Illustration of the field and ion energy budget for null-helic
reconnection. Ions gained 65% of the dissipated field energy, and 48
the dissipated field energy was converted nonclassically.
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Fig. 15 is that the~nonclassical! mechanism determining th
enhanced reconnection rate~and hence increased reco
nected field energy! may also be responsible for channelin
the reconnected field energy to the ions. The details, h
ever, would also depend on the ion heat loss characteris

B. Possible ion heating mechanisms

The experimental data have indicated the existence
nonclassical ion heating, nonclassical resistivity, and po
bly a correlation between the two. The obvious next s
experimentally, presently underway, is to investigate the
quency spectrum of turbulent fluctuations with the possibi
of identifying relevant modes which can explain the e
hanced resistivity and possibly also the ion heating. Theor
cally, much effort has been devoted to addressing these
sues and a full review is beyond the scope of this pape27

Two approaches which might account for the enhanced
sistivity and ion heating are described below.

There are several free energy sources in the MRX c
rent sheet which can drive unstable fluctuations, includin
large density gradient and cross field current. Turbule
driven by unstable modes could provide a mechanism to p
duce resistivity and ion heating in current sheets. One in
bility which has been extensively investigated theoretica
in the context of current sheets is the lower-hybrid dr
instability.28,7 It is a high frequency (V i!v!Ve) mode
driven unstable by cross-field current and associated den
gradients, and it persists in the regimeTe&Ti as required in
MRX. The mode is strongly growing inr i-scale density gra-
dients and has a wavelength near the electron gyroradius
a phase velocity near the ion thermal speed. The value of
phase velocity allows for the possibility of resonant intera
tion with and heating of the ion population in the MR
current sheet. It is well known that the mode is linearly s
bilized at high plasmab ~Ref. 29! and should exist with
appreciable amplitude only at the edges of the current sh
while nonclassical resistivity and ion heating are seen in
center of the MRX current sheet. However, strong rad

of

FIG. 15. Increase in ion thermal energy normalized by reconnected
energy for varying resistivity enhancement factors~null-helicity!, showing a
correlation between the two.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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transport produced by this mode could result in enhan
resistivity.7 Measurements of fluctuations in MRX show th
presence of strong fluctuations in the lower-hybrid freque
range at the edges of the current sheet, and dispersio
these fluctuations is consistent with the lower-hybrid d
mode.23 Studies of the relationships of these modes to
reconnection process are currently underway.

Another possible ion heating mechanism manifests it
in collisionless reconnection simulations based on a 2.
hybrid code ~kinetic ions, fluid electrons! which includes
Hall dynamics and electron inertia.8 In this simulation, a
two-scale structure develops in the reconnection layer ow
to the Hall effect, which allows ions and electrons to d
couple on scale lengths shorter thanc/vpi , the scale at
which ions become unmagnetized.~MRX data also show a
current sheet thickness ofc/vpi .! The electrons continue
inward into the layer until thec/vpe scale at which they
finally become unmagnetized and the flux-freezing constr
is finally broken. A self-consistent electric field arises b
tween thec/vpi andc/vpe scales due to the charge sepa
tion and can accelerate inflowing ions up to the Alfv´n
speed. The counter-streaming ions which come in from b
sides of the layer mix and can appear to be heated insta
neously. This would seem to be consistent with the imme
ate rise inTi observed in the center of the reconnection la
in MRX. However, when 3D effects are included in th
simulations, the thin electron layer breaks up turbulently30

and it is not clear if this ion heating mechanism would s
vive in a physical reconnection layer. Furthermore, the sim
lations are collisionless and may not model accurately
dominant dissipation processes in the MRX reconnec
layer. Although experimental measurements ofER and ViR

on MRX do not reveal the two-scale structure describ
above, the theory cannot be ruled out due to spatial lim
tions in the measurements. A more precise electrost
probe array will be utilized to address this issue.

VII. SUMMARY

In this work, local ion temperature was measured in
well-characterized reconnection layer. A rise inTi during
reconnection was identified, for both null-helicity (6→17
eV! and co-helicity (3→7 eV! reconnection. Furthermore
the Ti rise was found to be causally linked to the reconn
tion process, i.e., theTi rise occurred only when reconne
tion was driven, and the magnitude of the rise scales with
magnetic field energy dissipated. Additionally, the rise inTi

was shown to be localized spatially in the region of the
connection current sheet and magnetic field reversal. Th
results collectively could be interpreted as the first clear
perimental demonstration of ion heating due to magnetic
connection.

Local downstream ion flow measurements showed
flows to be small, at most 25% ofVA (0.25VA'8 km/s!.
This observation is consistent with the high downstre
pressure observed in MRX, postulated to arise due to
pressure equalization in the finite downstream volume. T
small flow speeds of MRX are in direct contrast to the resu
of TS-39 and SSX,10 as well as to classical MHD reconne
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tion theories which ignore the effects of downstream pr
sure. Toroidal flows were also measured and shown to
small ~a few km/s at most! and not a possible energy sourc
for the observed ion heating.

An ion energy balance for the reconnected field and
energy showed that substantial ion heating occurred and
approximately 65% of the reconnected field energy was c
verted to ion thermal energy. At most, 17% of the dissipa
field energy would have been converted to ion energy
classical viscosity, meaning that 48% of the energy was c
verted nonclassically. Finally, there is a hint of stronger i
heating with increased resistivity enhancement, suggesti
relationship between the nonclassical mechanisms res
sible for enhanced resistivity and ion heating.

The exact mechanism~s! for the heating and associate
‘‘anomalous’’ resistivity is still an open question and th
subject of ongoing research, both experimentally and th
retically. Conversely, the identification of nonclassical i
heating on MRX should impact current thinking on the po
sible nonclassical micro-physics in the reconnection laye
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APPENDIX: MACH PROBE DATA ANALYSIS

A Mach probe collects ion saturation currentI sat on each
of two oppositely facing electrodes. Intuitively, it is reaso
able to expect that the difference between the collected
rents should reveal information about the average ion d
speedVi past the probe. The experimental quantity measu
is

K[
I 12I 2

I 11I 2
, ~A1!

where I 1 and I 2 are the~ion saturation! currents collected
by the upstream and downstream electrodes, respectively
considering the appropriate probe sheath physics, a theo
cal relationship betweenK andVi can be postulated.

A large number of Mach probe papers exist in t
literature,15,31 and a review of them will not be attempte
here. The important parameters to consider area/lD ,
Ti /Te , and r i /a, wherea is the characteristic probe elec
trode dimension andlD is the Debye length. MRX plasma
and Mach probe parameters fall into the regimea/lD@1,
Ti*Te , andr i /a@1, in which there is no general, rigorou
theory to predictI sat. However, the model of Hudis an
Lidsky15 can be used as a starting point. This model is ba
on the Bohm sheath model,32 in which Ti!Te , but modified
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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to include a net ion driftVi @,Cs[A(Te1Ti)/mi # at the
sheath edge. The ion saturation current in this case ca
approximated by

I 65exp~21/2!ni0eACs expS miVi
2

2Te
DexpS 6

AmiTiVi

Te
D ,

~A2!

where ni0 is the density far from the probe andA is the
electrode surface area. Numerical solutions33 for I sat have
shown that the Bohm sheath model is not strongly depen
on Ti for Ti&Te . SinceTi;Te in the experiments for which
ion flow speeds are measured, Eq.~A2! can still be used.
SubstitutingI 6 into Eq. ~A1! yields

Vi5ATe

Ti
ATe

mi
tanh21 K. ~A3!

It must be emphasized that, as a general rule, theore
expressions for electrostatic probes such as Eq.~A3! are usu-
ally not accurate to better than a factor of 2. This is n
surprising given the nonrigorous justifications relied upon
the above discussion. The trends~spatial profile and tempora
evolution! which are measured, however, are still meanin
ful. Ideally, the absolute value of Mach probe results sho
be calibrated with an independent measurement. It is fo
that Mach probe measurements based on Eq.~A3! agree with
Doppler shifts of ions obtained by spectroscopy to be
than 50%.4 Thus,Vi values reported in this paper are bas
on Eq. ~A3! but include an empirical calibration factor o
0.75.
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